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The first edition won the award for Best 1990 Professional and Scholarly Book in Computer Science and Data Processing by the
Association of American Publishers. There are books on algorithms that are rigorous but incomplete and others that cover masses
of material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms combines rigor and comprehensiveness. The book covers a broad range of
algorithms in depth, yet makes their design and analysis accessible to all levels of readers. Each chapter is relatively selfcontained and can be used as a unit of study. The algorithms are described in English and in a pseudocode designed to be
readable by anyone who has done a little programming. The explanations have been kept elementary without sacrificing depth of
coverage or mathematical rigor. The first edition became the standard reference for professionals and a widely used text in
universities worldwide. The second edition features new chapters on the role of algorithms, probabilistic analysis and randomized
algorithms, and linear programming, as well as extensive revisions to virtually every section of the book. In a subtle but important
change, loop invariants are introduced early and used throughout the text to prove algorithm correctness. Without changing the
mathematical and analytic focus, the authors have moved much of the mathematical foundations material from Part I to an
appendix and have included additional motivational material at the beginning.
Provides insight on both classical means and new trends in the application of power electronic and artificial intelligence techniques
in power system operation and control This book presents advanced solutions for power system controllability improvement,
transmission capability enhancement and operation planning. The book is organized into three parts. The first part describes the
CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC technologies, the second part presents the FACTS devices, and the third part refers to the artificial
intelligence techniques. All technologies and tools approached in this book are essential for power system development to comply
with the smart grid requirements. Discusses detailed operating principles and diagrams, theory of modeling, control strategies and
physical installations around the world of HVDC and FACTS systems Covers a wide range of Artificial Intelligence techniques that
are successfully applied for many power system problems, from planning and monitoring to operation and control Each chapter is
carefully edited, with drawings and illustrations that helps the reader to easily understand the principles of operation or application
Advanced Solutions in Power Systems: HVDC, FACTS, and Artificial Intelligence is written for graduate students, researchers in
transmission and distribution networks, and power system operation. This book also serves as a reference for professional
software developers and practicing engineers.
An application-oriented introduction to the highly topical area of the development and analysis of efficient fixed-parameter
algorithms for hard problems. Aimed at graduate and research mathematicians, algorithm designers, and computer scientists, it
provides a fresh view on this highly innovative field of algorithmic research.
The significantly expanded and updated new edition of a widely used text on reinforcement learning, one of the most active
research areas in artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning, one of the most active research areas in artificial intelligence, is a
computational approach to learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the total amount of reward it receives while interacting
with a complex, uncertain environment. In Reinforcement Learning, Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto provide a clear and simple
account of the field's key ideas and algorithms. This second edition has been significantly expanded and updated, presenting new
topics and updating coverage of other topics. Like the first edition, this second edition focuses on core online learning algorithms,
with the more mathematical material set off in shaded boxes. Part I covers as much of reinforcement learning as possible without
going beyond the tabular case for which exact solutions can be found. Many algorithms presented in this part are new to the
second edition, including UCB, Expected Sarsa, and Double Learning. Part II extends these ideas to function approximation, with
new sections on such topics as artificial neural networks and the Fourier basis, and offers expanded treatment of off-policy
learning and policy-gradient methods. Part III has new chapters on reinforcement learning's relationships to psychology and
neuroscience, as well as an updated case-studies chapter including AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero, Atari game playing, and IBM
Watson's wagering strategy. The final chapter discusses the future societal impacts of reinforcement learning.
Introduces exciting new methods for assessing algorithms for problems ranging from clustering to linear programming to neural
networks.
This book provides an introduction to the mathematical and algorithmic foundations of data science, including machine learning,
high-dimensional geometry, and analysis of large networks. Topics include the counterintuitive nature of data in high dimensions,
important linear algebraic techniques such as singular value decomposition, the theory of random walks and Markov chains, the
fundamentals of and important algorithms for machine learning, algorithms and analysis for clustering, probabilistic models for
large networks, representation learning including topic modelling and non-negative matrix factorization, wavelets and compressed
sensing. Important probabilistic techniques are developed including the law of large numbers, tail inequalities, analysis of random
projections, generalization guarantees in machine learning, and moment methods for analysis of phase transitions in large random
graphs. Additionally, important structural and complexity measures are discussed such as matrix norms and VC-dimension. This
book is suitable for both undergraduate and graduate courses in the design and analysis of algorithms for data.
Covering the basic techniques used in the latest research work, the author consolidates progress made so far, including some
very recent and promising results, and conveys the beauty and excitement of work in the field. He gives clear, lucid explanations of
key results and ideas, with intuitive proofs, and provides critical examples and numerous illustrations to help elucidate the
algorithms. Many of the results presented have been simplified and new insights provided. Of interest to theoretical computer
scientists, operations researchers, and discrete mathematicians.
August 6, 2009 Author, Jon Kleinberg, was recently cited in the New York Times for his statistical analysis research in the Internet
age. Algorithm Design introduces algorithms by looking at the real-world problems that motivate them. The book teaches students
a range of design and analysis techniques for problems that arise in computing applications. The text encourages an
understanding of the algorithm design process and an appreciation of the role of algorithms in the broader field of computer
science.

The use of optimization algorithms has seen an emergence in various professional fields due to its ability to process data
and information in an efficient and productive manner. Combining computational intelligence with these algorithms has
created a trending subject of research on how much more beneficial intelligent-inspired algorithms can be within
companies and organizations. As modern theories and applications are continually being developed in this area,
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professionals are in need of current research on how intelligent algorithms are advancing in the real world. TheHandbook
of Research on Advancements of Swarm Intelligence Algorithms for Solving Real-World Problems is a pivotal reference
source that provides vital research on the development of swarm intelligence algorithms and their implementation into
current issues. While highlighting topics such as multi-agent systems, bio-inspired computing, and evolutionary
programming, this publication explores various concepts and theories of swarm intelligence and outlines future directions
of development. This book is ideally designed for IT specialists, researchers, academicians, engineers, developers,
practitioners, and students seeking current research on the real-world applications of intelligent algorithms.
This text, extensively class-tested over a decade at UC Berkeley and UC San Diego, explains the fundamentals of
algorithms in a story line that makes the material enjoyable and easy to digest. Emphasis is placed on understanding the
crisp mathematical idea behind each algorithm, in a manner that is intuitive and rigorous without being unduly formal.
Features include: The use of boxes to strengthen the narrative: pieces that provide historical context, descriptions of how
the algorithms are used in practice, and excursions for the mathematically sophisticated. Carefully chosen advanced
topics that can be skipped in a standard one-semester course, but can be covered in an advanced algorithms course or
in a more leisurely two-semester sequence. An accessible treatment of linear programming introduces students to one of
the greatest achievements in algorithms. An optional chapter on the quantum algorithm for factoring provides a unique
peephole into this exciting topic. In addition to the text, DasGupta also offers a Solutions Manual, which is available on
the Online Learning Center. "Algorithms is an outstanding undergraduate text, equally informed by the historical roots
and contemporary applications of its subject. Like a captivating novel, it is a joy to read." Tim Roughgarden Stanford
University
Algorithms are the lifeblood of computer science. They are the machines that proofs build and the music that programs
play. Their history is as old as mathematics itself. This textbook is a wide-ranging, idiosyncratic treatise on the design and
analysis of algorithms, covering several fundamental techniques, with an emphasis on intuition and the problem-solving
process. The book includes important classical examples, hundreds of battle-tested exercises, far too many historical
digressions, and exaclty four typos. Jeff Erickson is a computer science professor at the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign; this book is based on algorithms classes he has taught there since 1998.
"Primarily intended for a first-year undergraduate course in programming"--Page 4 of cover.
Evolutionary algorithms are general-purpose search procedures based on the mechanisms of natural selection and
population genetics. They are appealing because they are simple, easy to interface, and easy to extend. This volume is
concerned with applications of evolutionary algorithms and associated strategies in engineering. It will be useful for
engineers, designers, developers, and researchers in any scientific discipline interested in the applications of
evolutionary algorithms. The volume consists of five parts, each with four or five chapters. The topics are chosen to
emphasize application areas in different fields of engineering. Each chapter can be used for self-study or as a reference
by practitioners to help them apply evolutionary algorithms to problems in their engineering domains.
This easy-to-follow textbook provides a student-friendly introduction to programming and algorithms. Emphasis is placed
on the threshold concepts that present barriers to learning, including the questions that students are often too
embarrassed to ask. The book promotes an active learning style in which a deeper understanding is gained from
evaluating, questioning, and discussing the material, and practised in hands-on exercises. Although R is used as the
language of choice for all programs, strict assumptions are avoided in the explanations in order for these to remain
applicable to other programming languages. Features: provides exercises at the end of each chapter; includes three mini
projects in the final chapter; presents a list of titles for further reading at the end of the book; discusses the key aspects of
loops, recursions, program and algorithm efficiency and accuracy, sorting, linear systems of equations, and file
processing; requires no prior background knowledge in this area.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Experimental and Efficient
Algorithms, WEA 2007, held in Rome, Italy, in June 2007. The 30 revised full papers presented together with three
invited talks cover the design, analysis, implementation, experimental evaluation, and engineering of efficient algorithms.
Discrete optimization problems are everywhere, from traditional operations research planning (scheduling, facility location
and network design); to computer science databases; to advertising issues in viral marketing. Yet most such problems
are NP-hard; unless P = NP, there are no efficient algorithms to find optimal solutions. This book shows how to design
approximation algorithms: efficient algorithms that find provably near-optimal solutions. The book is organized around
central algorithmic techniques for designing approximation algorithms, including greedy and local search algorithms,
dynamic programming, linear and semidefinite programming, and randomization. Each chapter in the first section is
devoted to a single algorithmic technique applied to several different problems, with more sophisticated treatment in the
second section. The book also covers methods for proving that optimization problems are hard to approximate. Designed
as a textbook for graduate-level algorithm courses, it will also serve as a reference for researchers interested in the
heuristic solution of discrete optimization problems.
Exact algorithms for dealing with geometric objects are complicated, hard to implement in practice, and slow. Over the last 20 years a theory
of geometric approximation algorithms has emerged. These algorithms tend to be simple, fast, and more robust than their exact counterparts.
This book is the first to cover geometric approximation algorithms in detail. In addition, more traditional computational geometry techniques
that are widely used in developing such algorithms, like sampling, linear programming, etc., are also surveyed. Other topics covered include
approximate nearest-neighbor search, shape approximation, coresets, dimension reduction, and embeddings. The topics covered are
relatively independent and are supplemented by exercises. Close to 200 color figures are included in the text to illustrate proofs and ideas.
This newly expanded and updated second edition of the best-selling classic continues to take the "mystery" out of designing algorithms, and
analyzing their efficacy and efficiency. Expanding on the first edition, the book now serves as the primary textbook of choice for algorithm
design courses while maintaining its status as the premier practical reference guide to algorithms for programmers, researchers, and
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students. The reader-friendly Algorithm Design Manual provides straightforward access to combinatorial algorithms technology, stressing
design over analysis. The first part, Techniques, provides accessible instruction on methods for designing and analyzing computer
algorithms. The second part, Resources, is intended for browsing and reference, and comprises the catalog of algorithmic resources,
implementations and an extensive bibliography. NEW to the second edition: • Doubles the tutorial material and exercises over the first edition
• Provides full online support for lecturers, and a completely updated and improved website component with lecture slides, audio and video •
Contains a unique catalog identifying the 75 algorithmic problems that arise most often in practice, leading the reader down the right path to
solve them • Includes several NEW "war stories" relating experiences from real-world applications • Provides up-to-date links leading to the
very best algorithm implementations available in C, C++, and Java
There are many distinct pleasures associated with computer programming. Craftsmanship has its quiet rewards, the satisfaction that comes
from building a useful object and making it work. Excitement arrives with the flash of insight that cracks a previously intractable problem. The
spiritual quest for elegance can turn the hacker into an artist. There are pleasures in parsimony, in squeezing the last drop of performance out
of clever algorithms and tight coding. The games, puzzles, and challenges of problems from international programming competitions are a
great way to experience these pleasures while improving your algorithmic and coding skills. This book contains over 100 problems that have
appeared in previous programming contests, along with discussions of the theory and ideas necessary to attack them. Instant online grading
for all of these problems is available from two WWW robot judging sites. Combining this book with a judge gives an exciting new way to
challenge and improve your programming skills. This book can be used for self-study, for teaching innovative courses in algorithms and
programming, and in training for international competition. The problems in this book have been selected from over 1,000 programming
problems at the Universidad de Valladolid online judge. The judge has ruled on well over one million submissions from 27,000 registered
users around the world to date. We have taken only the best of the best, the most fun, exciting, and interesting problems available.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Design and Solutions for Risk and Security targets readers to understand, learn, define problems, and architect AI
projects. Starting from current business architectures and business processes to futuristic architectures. Introduction to data analytics and life
cycle includes data discovery, data preparation, data processing steps, model building, and operationalization are explained in detail. The
authors examine the AI and ML algorithms in detail, which enables the readers to choose appropriate algorithms during designing solutions.
Functional domains and industrial domains are also explained in detail. The takeaways are learning and applying designs and solutions to AI
projects with risk and security implementation and knowledge about futuristic AI in five to ten years.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Algorithm Design introduces algorithms by looking at the real-world problems that motivate them. The book teaches
students a range of design and analysis techniques for problems that arise in computing applications. The text encourages an understanding
of the algorithm design process and an appreciation of the role of algorithms in the broader field of computer science. August 6, 2009 Author,
Jon Kleinberg, was recently cited in the New York Times for his statistical analysis research in the Internet age.
Python Algorithms, Second Edition explains the Python approach to algorithm analysis and design. Written by Magnus Lie Hetland, author of
Beginning Python, this book is sharply focused on classical algorithms, but it also gives a solid understanding of fundamental algorithmic
problem-solving techniques. The book deals with some of the most important and challenging areas of programming and computer science in
a highly readable manner. It covers both algorithmic theory and programming practice, demonstrating how theory is reflected in real Python
programs. Well-known algorithms and data structures that are built into the Python language are explained, and the user is shown how to
implement and evaluate others.
The world of computation according to Turing, an interactive tutoring program, as told to star-crossed lovers: a novel. Our hero is Turing, an
interactive tutoring program and namesake (or virtual emanation?) of Alan Turing, World War II code breaker and father of computer science.
In this unusual novel, Turing's idiosyncratic version of intellectual history from a computational point of view unfolds in tandem with the story
of a love affair involving Ethel, a successful computer executive, Alexandros, a melancholy archaeologist, and Ian, a charismatic hacker. After
Ethel (who shares her first name with Alan Turing's mother) abandons Alexandros following a sundrenched idyll on Corfu, Turing appears on
Alexandros's computer screen to unfurl a tutorial on the history of ideas. He begins with the philosopher-mathematicians of ancient
Greece—"discourse, dialogue, argument, proof... can only thrive in an egalitarian society"—and the Arab scholar in ninth-century Baghdad who
invented algorithms; he moves on to many other topics, including cryptography and artificial intelligence, even economics and developmental
biology. (These lessons are later critiqued amusingly and developed further in postings by a fictional newsgroup in the book's afterword.) As
Turing's lectures progress, the lives of Alexandros, Ethel, and Ian converge in dramatic fashion, and the story takes us from Corfu to Hong
Kong, from Athens to San Francisco—and of course to the Internet, the disruptive technological and social force that emerges as the main
locale and protagonist of the novel. Alternately pedagogical and romantic, Turing (A Novel about Computation) should appeal both to
students and professionals who want a clear and entertaining account of the development of computation and to the general reader who
enjoys novels of ideas.
In the last few years, Algorithms for Convex Optimization have revolutionized algorithm design, both for discrete and continuous optimization
problems. For problems like maximum flow, maximum matching, and submodular function minimization, the fastest algorithms involve
essential methods such as gradient descent, mirror descent, interior point methods, and ellipsoid methods. The goal of this self-contained
book is to enable researchers and professionals in computer science, data science, and machine learning to gain an in-depth understanding
of these algorithms. The text emphasizes how to derive key algorithms for convex optimization from first principles and how to establish
precise running time bounds. This modern text explains the success of these algorithms in problems of discrete optimization, as well as how
these methods have significantly pushed the state of the art of convex optimization itself.

Computer science and economics have engaged in a lively interaction over the past fifteen years, resulting in the new
field of algorithmic game theory. Many problems that are central to modern computer science, ranging from resource
allocation in large networks to online advertising, involve interactions between multiple self-interested parties. Economics
and game theory offer a host of useful models and definitions to reason about such problems. The flow of ideas also
travels in the other direction, and concepts from computer science are increasingly important in economics. This book
grew out of the author's Stanford University course on algorithmic game theory, and aims to give students and other
newcomers a quick and accessible introduction to many of the most important concepts in the field. The book also
includes case studies on online advertising, wireless spectrum auctions, kidney exchange, and network management.
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are population-based, stochastic search algorithms that mimic natural evolution. Due to
their ability to find excellent solutions for conventionally hard and dynamic problems within acceptable time, EAs have
attracted interest from many researchers and practitioners in recent years. This book “Variants of Evolutionary
Algorithms for Real-World Applications” aims to promote the practitioner’s view on EAs by providing a comprehensive
discussion of how EAs can be adapted to the requirements of various applications in the real-world domains. It comprises
14 chapters, including an introductory chapter re-visiting the fundamental question of what an EA is and other chapters
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addressing a range of real-world problems such as production process planning, inventory system and supply chain
network optimisation, task-based jobs assignment, planning for CNC-based work piece construction, mechanical/ship
design tasks that involve runtime-intense simulations, data mining for the prediction of soil properties, automated tissue
classification for MRI images, and database query optimisation, among others. These chapters demonstrate how
different types of problems can be successfully solved using variants of EAs and how the solution approaches are
constructed, in a way that can be understood and reproduced with little prior knowledge on optimisation.
Python Algorithms explains the Python approach to algorithm analysis and design. Written by Magnus Lie Hetland,
author of Beginning Python, this book is sharply focused on classical algorithms, but it also gives a solid understanding of
fundamental algorithmic problem-solving techniques. The book deals with some of the most important and challenging
areas of programming and computer science, but in a highly pedagogic and readable manner. The book covers both
algorithmic theory and programming practice, demonstrating how theory is reflected in real Python programs. Well-known
algorithms and data structures that are built into the Python language are explained, and the user is shown how to
implement and evaluate others himself.
The first complete overview of evolutionary computing, the collective name for a range of problem-solving techniques
based on principles of biological evolution, such as natural selection and genetic inheritance. The text is aimed directly at
lecturers and graduate and undergraduate students. It is also meant for those who wish to apply evolutionary computing
to a particular problem or within a given application area. The book contains quick-reference information on the current
state-of-the-art in a wide range of related topics, so it is of interest not just to evolutionary computing specialists but to
researchers working in other fields.
String algorithms are a traditional area of study in computer science. In recent years their importance has grown
dramatically with the huge increase of electronically stored text and of molecular sequence data (DNA or protein
sequences) produced by various genome projects. This 1997 book is a general text on computer algorithms for string
processing. In addition to pure computer science, the book contains extensive discussions on biological problems that
are cast as string problems, and on methods developed to solve them. It emphasises the fundamental ideas and
techniques central to today's applications. New approaches to this complex material simplify methods that up to now
have been for the specialist alone. With over 400 exercises to reinforce the material and develop additional topics, the
book is suitable as a text for graduate or advanced undergraduate students in computer science, computational biology,
or bio-informatics. Its discussion of current algorithms and techniques also makes it a reference for professionals.
The text covers important algorithm design techniques, such as greedy algorithms, dynamic programming, and divideand-conquer, and gives applications to contemporary problems. Techniques including Fast Fourier transform, KMP
algorithm for string matching, CYK algorithm for context free parsing and gradient descent for convex function
minimization are discussed in detail. The book's emphasis is on computational models and their effect on algorithm
design. It gives insights into algorithm design techniques in parallel, streaming and memory hierarchy computational
models. The book also emphasizes the role of randomization in algorithm design, and gives numerous applications
ranging from data-structures such as skip-lists to dimensionality reduction methods.
This textbook, for second- or third-year students of computer science, presents insights, notations, and analogies to help
them describe and think about algorithms like an expert, without grinding through lots of formal proof. Solutions to many
problems are provided to let students check their progress, while class-tested PowerPoint slides are on the web for
anyone running the course. By looking at both the big picture and easy step-by-step methods for developing algorithms,
the author guides students around the common pitfalls. He stresses paradigms such as loop invariants and recursion to
unify a huge range of algorithms into a few meta-algorithms. The book fosters a deeper understanding of how and why
each algorithm works. These insights are presented in a careful and clear way, helping students to think abstractly and
preparing them for creating their own innovative ways to solve problems.
Reinforcement learning is a learning paradigm concerned with learning to control a system so as to maximize a
numerical performance measure that expresses a long-term objective. What distinguishes reinforcement learning from
supervised learning is that only partial feedback is given to the learner about the learner's predictions. Further, the
predictions may have long term effects through influencing the future state of the controlled system. Thus, time plays a
special role. The goal in reinforcement learning is to develop efficient learning algorithms, as well as to understand the
algorithms' merits and limitations. Reinforcement learning is of great interest because of the large number of practical
applications that it can be used to address, ranging from problems in artificial intelligence to operations research or
control engineering. In this book, we focus on those algorithms of reinforcement learning that build on the powerful theory
of dynamic programming.We give a fairly comprehensive catalog of learning problems, describe the core ideas, note a
large number of state of the art algorithms, followed by the discussion of their theoretical properties and limitations.
Memetic Algorithms (MAs) are computational intelligence structures combining multiple and various operators in order to address
optimization problems. The combination and interaction amongst operators evolves and promotes the diffusion of the most successful units
and generates an algorithmic behavior which can handle complex objective functions and hard fitness landscapes. “Handbook of Memetic
Algorithms” organizes, in a structured way, all the the most important results in the field of MAs since their earliest definition until now. A
broad review including various algorithmic solutions as well as successful applications is included in this book. Each class of optimization
problems, such as constrained optimization, multi-objective optimization, continuous vs combinatorial problems, uncertainties, are analysed
separately and, for each problem, memetic recipes for tackling the difficulties are given with some successful examples. Although this book
contains chapters written by multiple authors, a great attention has been given by the editors to make it a compact and smooth work which
covers all the main areas of computational intelligence optimization. It is not only a necessary read for researchers working in the research
area, but also a useful handbook for practitioners and engineers who need to address real-world optimization problems. In addition, the book
structure makes it an interesting work also for graduate students and researchers is related fields of mathematics and computer science.
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Introduces cutting-edge research on machine learning theory and practice, providing an accessible, modern algorithmic toolkit.
The latest edition of the essential text and professional reference, with substantial new material on such topics as vEB trees, multithreaded
algorithms, dynamic programming, and edge-based flow. Some books on algorithms are rigorous but incomplete; others cover masses of
material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms uniquely combines rigor and comprehensiveness. The book covers a broad range of
algorithms in depth, yet makes their design and analysis accessible to all levels of readers. Each chapter is relatively self-contained and can
be used as a unit of study. The algorithms are described in English and in a pseudocode designed to be readable by anyone who has done a
little programming. The explanations have been kept elementary without sacrificing depth of coverage or mathematical rigor. The first edition
became a widely used text in universities worldwide as well as the standard reference for professionals. The second edition featured new
chapters on the role of algorithms, probabilistic analysis and randomized algorithms, and linear programming. The third edition has been
revised and updated throughout. It includes two completely new chapters, on van Emde Boas trees and multithreaded algorithms, substantial
additions to the chapter on recurrence (now called “Divide-and-Conquer”), and an appendix on matrices. It features improved treatment of
dynamic programming and greedy algorithms and a new notion of edge-based flow in the material on flow networks. Many exercises and
problems have been added for this edition. The international paperback edition is no longer available; the hardcover is available worldwide.
These are my lecture notes from CS681: Design and Analysis of Algo rithms, a one-semester graduate course I taught at Cornell for three
consec utive fall semesters from '88 to '90. The course serves a dual purpose: to cover core material in algorithms for graduate students in
computer science preparing for their PhD qualifying exams, and to introduce theory students to some advanced topics in the design and
analysis of algorithms. The material is thus a mixture of core and advanced topics. At first I meant these notes to supplement and not
supplant a textbook, but over the three years they gradually took on a life of their own. In addition to the notes, I depended heavily on the
texts • A. V. Aho, J. E. Hopcroft, and J. D. Ullman, The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms. Addison-Wesley, 1975. • M. R. Garey
and D. S. Johnson, Computers and Intractibility: A Guide to the Theory of NP-Completeness. w. H. Freeman, 1979. • R. E. Tarjan, Data
Structures and Network Algorithms. SIAM Regional Conference Series in Applied Mathematics 44, 1983. and still recommend them as
excellent references.
Spectral methods refer to the use of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, singular values and singular vectors. They are widely used in Engineering,
Applied Mathematics and Statistics. More recently, spectral methods have found numerous applications in Computer Science to "discrete" as
well "continuous" problems. Spectral Algorithms describes modern applications of spectral methods, and novel algorithms for estimating
spectral parameters. The first part of the book presents applications of spectral methods to problems from a variety of topics including
combinatorial optimization, learning and clustering. The second part of the book is motivated by efficiency considerations. A feature of many
modern applications is the massive amount of input data. While sophisticated algorithms for matrix computations have been developed over a
century, a more recent development is algorithms based on "sampling on the y" from massive matrices. Good estimates of singular values
and low rank approximations of the whole matrix can be provably derived from a sample. The main emphasis in the second part of the book
is to present these sampling methods with rigorous error bounds. It also presents recent extensions of spectral methods from matrices to
tensors and their applications to some combinatorial optimization problems.
Essential Information about Algorithms and Data Structures A Classic Reference The latest version of Sedgewick, s best-selling series,
reflecting an indispensable body of knowledge developed over the past several decades. Broad Coverage Full treatment of data structures
and algorithms for sorting, searching, graph processing, and string processing, including fifty algorithms every programmer should know. See
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